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Abstract—Learning Villages (LV) is an E-learning platform for
people’s online discussions and frequently citing postings of one
another. It will greatly improve learning efficiency if credible
users can be accurately identified in the E-learnning community.
In this paper, we propose a novel method to rank credibility
of users in the LV system. We first propose a k-EACM graph
to describe the article citation structure in the LV system. The
k-EACM graph not only describes the citation attitude between
articles but also takes into account indirect citation links. We
further build a weighted graph model k-UCM graph to reveal the
implicit relationships between users hidden behind the citations
among their articles. Finally, we design a graph based ranking
algorithm, called Credible Author Ranking (CAR) algorithm,
which can be applied to rank nodes in a graph with negative
edges. We perform experiments on three simulated data sets. The
experimental results show that our proposed method works well
to rank credibility of users in the LV system. The comparison of
results on average credibility of users in each set and composition
of users in top N of three cases demonstrates that the CAR
algorithm ranks users credibility in consistent with the predefined
ground truth.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The focus of our study is on an E-learning platform in which
users have to participate in online discussions and frequently
cite postings of one another. If you were a new comer in
an E-learning community, would you want to know that who
are the credible users in the community? Do you believe
that the user with a good score really do great contributions
to the community? Most people will answer “yes” to the
first question as people are more likely to be impacted by
credibility. However, to the second question the answer will
be a little bit tricky depending on the way the system scores
its users.
As the internet becomes widespread, E-learning communities become more and more popular. The score of each user in
the E-learning system not only stands for the reputation of the
user but also is the rank of his/her impact in the community.
To objectively score the users in an E-learning system is not a
trivial task. Some E-learning systems simply count the number
of articles of each user as the user’s score in the community.
This is not a good measure since user A who produces 20
expert articles has higher impact than user B who produces 40
trivial articles. Therefore when evaluating a user’s performance
in the community we have to take into account the quality of
articles of the user.
978-1-4244-6004-5/10/$26.00 ©2010 IEEE

Learning Villages (LV)1 is deployed to some 3,000 junior
secondary school students in Hong Kong, which is an Elearning platform for users’ online discussions and frequently
citing postings of one another. An important objective of
LV is to train students the skills of structured discussions,
which takes place in the form of article posting. During
the discussions, users might write articles citing one another
with explicitly selecting attitudes (support or against) towards
the cited articles. In this paper, we propose a novel method
to model relationships among users based on the citation
structures of their articles and further design an algorithm
to rank the credibility of users modeled in the graph. Citation structure analysis has been widely studied for academic
publications (e.g., [25], [24], [1], [11], [8], [9], [10], [2],
[24]). However, most of the existing works focus on analyzing
citation structures of articles. Our work differs from existing
works in that: (1) our work is to analyze citation structures
of users, i.e., articles’ authors, that is constructed based on
citation structures among their articles; (2) unlike citation
structure of articles in academics that only contains positive
edges in the structure graph, the citation structure analyzed in
our work contains both positive edges and negative edges, on
which we propose an algorithm to rank credibility of users
modeled in the graph. The contribution of this paper is as
follows:
- We propose a k-EACM graph to describe the article
citation structure in the LV system. The k-EACM graph
not only describes the citation attitude between articles
but also takes into account indirect citations.
- We propose a weighted graph model named k-UCM
graph to reveal the implicit relationship between authors
hidden behind the citations among their articles.
- We design a graph based ranking algorithm, named the
Credible Author Ranking algorithm, which is applied to
rank nodes in a graph with negative edges.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
review some related works with citation analysis and explain
the similarity and difference between bibliometric citation
analysis and citation analysis in the LV system. In section III,
we first introduce the idea of building ACM graph, k-EACM
graph and map the k-EACM graph to generate k-UCM graph.
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Further we propose a graph-based ranking algorithm to rank
nodes in k-UCM graph. In section IV, we give some effective
examples as experiment to show how k-UCM and CAR
algorithm work, followed by the Section V that concludes the
paper.
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Citation analysis in bibliometrics. Citation analysis has
been widely used for bibliometrics ranking (e.g., [23], [17],
[26], [21], [19], [6]). The ranking algorithms in bibliometrics
can be separated into two classes depending on what the nodes
represent in the graph model. In the first class, the nodes in
the citation graph represent publications. The edge from node
x to node y represents a citation from paper x to paper y. We
refer to this class of ranking algorithms as publication-based
ranking algorithms. The citation analysis in this class is very
similar to web graph analysis [12], [22], [14]. The PageRank
algorithm [20] and the HITS algorithm [13] are notable in
this class. In the second class, the nodes in the citation graph
represent collections. Collections may be journals (e.g., [16],
[4], [28], [15], [27], [18], [3]), conferences (e.g., [5]), or even
authors. The weighted edges in the citation graph represent the
total number of citations made from one collection to another.
We refer to this class of ranking algorithms as collection based
ranking algorithms. The ISI impact factor [7] belongs to this
class.
Authors ranking in the bibliometrics. The author ranking
algorithms in bibliometrics should belong to the second class
above. However, author ranking in the bibliometrics domain
are seldom focused by research while there exist a large
number of research works related to citation analysis focused
on publication based ranking algorithms. In [24], an aggregate
methods of ranking authors was proposed, but the method is
still based on publication ranking. The difficulty in directly
ranking authors in bibliometrics is that there is not an effective
method to model authors in a graph.
Users ranking in the LV system. The user ranking process
in the LV system is similar to but not the same as author
ranking in bibliometrics. Both ranking are based on citation
analysis. In the LV system, however when an article cites
another article it has one of two attitude: support or against.
In other words, if an article A is against an article B, even
if there is a link from A to B, it should not improve B’s
authors’s ranking in the community. In our work, we propose
a method to generate a user citation model (k-UCM) graph
derived from an extended article citation model (k-EACM)
graph. Then we intorduce a new graph based ranking algorithm
named Credible Author Ranking (CAR) algorithm to rank the
users in the k-UCM graph.
III. U SERS C REDIBILITY R ANKING IN LV
In this section, we formulate the credibility ranking method
in the Learning Villages system. In subsection III-A, we introduce a k-EACM graph, namely k-Extended Article Citation
Model graph, derived from an ACM graph, namely Article
Citation Model graph, to describe the relationships among
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Fig. 1: An example of ACM graph model

all articles in the system. In subsection III-B, we map the
k-EACM to the corresponding UCM graph, namely User
Citation Model graph. In subsection III-C, we introduce our
CAR algorithm, namely Credible Author Ranking algorithm,
to rank the users in the constructed k-UCM graph.
A. Article Citation Graph
In this section, we first give a definition on an ACM graph
and then define a k-EACM graph.
1) Article Citation Model: Articles in the LV system form
a citation relation set. We use a graph to model the citation
relationship. We define the ACM graph as:
Definition 1 (ACM Graph). ACM graph is a weighted directed
graph G(V, E, W ). V is a set of vertices where each vertex
represents an article in the system. E is a set of edges between
the vertices: E = {(p, q)|p, q ∈ V and the corresponding
article p citing the article q}. W is a set of weighted values
corresponding to edges belong to E. The weight value wpq of
an edge E(p, q) is defined as:
- wpq = 1 if the attitude of article p was specified as
“support” to an article q.
- wpq = −1 if the attitude of articles p was specified as
“against” to an article q.
An example of an ACM graph is shown in Fig. 1. The article
N 2 cites and supports article N 1 and the article N 2 is also
cited and supported by articles N 3, N 4, N 5, N 6.
2) The k-Extended Article Citation Model: In an ACM
graph, an edge between node N 2 to node N 1 stands for the
explicitly citing from N 2 to N 1. However, the LV system
does take into account even indirect citations. Let us look
at another example of ACM graph in Fig. 2. Node N 7 has
one indegree similar to node N 1 in Fig. 1. Does node N 7
actually hold the same impact as node N 1? It is obvious that
node N 1 indirectly impact more peers than node N 7 does.
It is unfair if we treat N 1’s impact as same as N 7’s without
noting N 1’s indirect impact. To take into account this kind of
indirect impact from nodes, we extend the ACM graph and
propose the k-EACM graph. Before we present the k-EACM
model here, we will give the definition of k-distance link and
the meaning of symbols we use in Definition 3.
Definition 2 (k-distance link). In an ACM graph of articles
in the system, if there is a shortest path without considering
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ACM graph of Fig. 3 which is also a 1-EACM graph model.
The Fig. 4b shows a 2-EACM graph model extended from
Fig. 4a by explicitating all the 2-distance links between nodes.
The Fig. 4c shows a 3-EACM graph model extended from
Fig. 4a by expliciting all the 2-distance links and 3 distance
links.
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Fig. 2: Another example of ACM graph model
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The citation links between two authors is not explicit as
their articles. However, the citation structure among articles
can reflect the implicit citation links among their authors. In
this part, we formulate how we map k-EACM graph to the
corresponding k-UCM graph.
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Fig. 3: A third example of ACM graph model

weight from node x to node y in k hops, we say that there is
a k-distance link between the corresponding article x to the
corresponding article y.

Definition 4 (Author Citation Link). All the articles in our
system form a k-EACM graph, we say the author A has an
author citation link to author B if and only if at least one
article of author A has an edge to one article of author B in
the k-EACM.
The notation will be used in Defenition 5 are defined as:
- Atk(u) represents a set of all nodes p in k-EACM and
ps author is u.
- Cby(p) represents a set of all nodes q and (p, q) is an
edge in k-EACM articles graph.

We also have the following notations defined as:
- Rpq represents one shortest route from node p to node q
in the graph.
- {Rpq } represents a set of all shortest routes existing
between p and q in the graph.
- edges(r) represents a set of all edges in a route r (r ∈
Rpq ).
- weg represents the weight value of an edge eg in ACM
graph.
- |{Rpq }| represents the number of elements in the set
{Rpq }.
According to Definition 2, the node C3 in Fig. 3 has a 1distance link to A1. And the node A7 has a 2-distance link
to A1. Now we present the definition of a k-Extended Article
Citation Graph as below.

Definition 5 (k-UCM Graph). An k-UCM graph is a weighted
′′
′
′′
′′
directed graph G (V , E , W ) derived from k-EACM graph
′
′
′
′
G (V, E , W ) where V is a set of all the users in the system.
′′
′′
E is a set of edges between the vertices: E = {(u, v)|u, v ∈
′
V and the corresponding user u, v have an Author Citation
′′
Link}. W is a set of weighted values corresponding to edges
′′
in E . The weight value awuv of an edge (u, v) in graph
k-UCM is defined as:
∑
∑
awuv =
awpq

Definition 3 (k-EACM). A k-EACM is a weighted directed
′
′
′
graph G (V, E , W ) based on ACM graph (V, E, W ). V
is a set of vertices where each vertex represents an article
′
in the system. E is a set of edges between the vertices:
′
E = {(p, q)|p, q ∈ V and the corresponding articles p, q
share a l-distance link (l < k)}. W is a set of weighted values
corresponding to edges belong to E. The weight value kwpq
of an l-distance link edge (p,q) in graph k-EACM is defined
as:

w
l=1


 pq
kwpq =
∑
∏

1

(1 − l−1
wedge l > 1
 |{Rpq }|
k )

C. Credible Author Ranking Algorithm

∀r∈Rpq

∀edge∈edges(r)

(1)
Actually, the ACM graph model in Definition 2 is a 1EACM graph model. Here we give another example to explain
the k-EACM graph model. In Fig. 3, we let a new node B9
come and join to be against A7. In Fig. 4a, we get an updated

∀p∈Atk(u) ∀q∈{Cby(p)

∩

Atk(v)}

In order to explain how we map an k-EACM graph to the
corresponding k-UCM users graph, in Fig.4a we suppose that,
the nodes A1, A7, A8 is produced by a user A,the nodes B2,
B6, B9 is produced by a user B, the node C3 is produced
by a user C, the node D4 is produced by a user D, and the
node E5 is produced by a user E. We give the corresponding
1-UCM, 2-UCM, 3-UCM in Fig. 5.
After we have constructed a k-UCM graph to describe
the users citation relationship, we still lack an effective graph
based ranking algorithm to rank the users in the graph. In
this subsection, we propose a graph-based ranking algorithm,
named Credible Author Ranking (CAR) algorithm. Unlike the
Pagerank algorithm [20] and the HITS algorithm [13], the
main contribution of the CAR algorithm is that it allows to
operate on graph such as k-UCM with negative value weight
edges. A positive weight edge between two nodes in k-UCM
indicates that the citing node support to the cited node. A
negative weight edge between nodes in k-EACM indicates that
the citing node is against to the cited node.
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We think of two kinds of attributes of a user in the LV
system: canonical attribute and trouble attribute. Therefore,
we associate two values x<u> and y <u> with a user u
respectively to represent u’s canonical attribute weight and
trouble attribute weight. If a user’s canonical attribute weight
is high, it means that most of this user’s behavior in LV
system is canonical or reasonable to the community. If a user’s
trouble attribute weight is high, it means that this user always
gives trouble to the community. We also believe that canonical
attribute weight and trouble attribute weight exhibit a mutually
reinforcing relationship: a user A with high canonical attribute
weight is a result of A supporting other users with high
canonical attribute weights and also going against other users
with high trouble attribute weights. Similarly, a user B with
low trouble attribute weight is a result of B being supported
by users with high canonical attribute weights and being gone
against by users with high trouble attribute weights.

In the CAR algorithm, we associate each user u in the kUCM graph with a canonical attribute weight x<u> and a
trouble attribute weight y <u> . The x<u> and y <u> for all every users in k-UCM graph respectively form a vector {x<u> }
and a vector {y <u> }. Before we process with {x<u> } and
{y <u> }, we define two operations denoted by α and β as:

•

The α operation updates the x-weights:
∑
<u>
<v>
x
←
|awuv | × x
+
v:(u,v)[1] ∈E

•

∑

The β operation updates the y-weights:
∑
<u>
<v>
y
←
−|awvu |×x
+
v:(v,u)[1] ∈E

|awuv | × y

<v>

v:(u,v)[−1] ∈E

∑

−|awvu |×y

<v>

v:(v,u)[−1] ∈E

The notations used above are explained here:
- E represents a set of all edges in k-UCM graph.
- (u, v)[1] ∈ E means that edge (u, v) belongs to E and
node u has a support citation link to node v.
- (u, v)[−1] ∈ E means that edge (u, v) belongs to E and
node u has an against citation link to node v.
- awvu represents that weight of edge (u, v) in E.
To compute the reinforcing equilibrium values for canonical
attribute weights and trouble attribute weights of each users
in k-UCM graph, the CAR algorithm does the same iterative
process as HITS in Algorithm 1.
After this iterative process is done, the x<u> and y <u>
weight values with each user will converge to their equilibrium
values. Considering the x<u> representing a user u’s canonical
attribute and y <u> representing a user u’s trouble attribute,
we introduce z <u> to represent the user u’s performance and
simply define z <u> as: z <u> = x<u> − y <u> .
In Table I, we show the result of ranking nodes in a 3-UCM
graph of Fig. 5c by the CAR algorithm. From the table, we
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Algorithm 1 Iterative Process in CAR
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

7:
8:
9:

Iterate(V ,t)
V : a set of nodes in k-UCM graph
t: a naturall number
Let w denote the vector (1, 1, 1, ..., 1) ∈ Rn .
Set x0 := w.
Set y0 := w.
for i = 1, 2, ..., t do
Apply α operation to (xi−1 , yi−1 ), obtaining new x′
weights xi .
′
Apply β operation to (xi , yi−1 ), obtaining new y-weights
′
yi .
′
Normalize xi , obtaining xi .
′
Normalize yi , obtaining yi .
end for
END
return (xt , yt ).

TABLE I: Result of ranking nodes in a 3-UCM by CAR
Order
1
2
3
4
5

Node
A
D
C
E
B

Perform
0.39
0.18
0.06
-0.02
-0.33

Canonical
0.43
0.10
0.02
-0.02
-0.41

Trouble
-0.36
-0.28
-0.1
0.02
0.23

can observe that the node A is with highest canonical attribute
value and lowest trouble attribute value. The performance
value of the node A is also the best. It is reasonable with
our intuition from Fig. 5c.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
The evaluations of credibility ranking algorithms are always
challenging tasks, as we do not have enough ground truth
of credibility of each users and furthermore the performance
among users are not easy to be compared numerically. In order
to clearly show the effectiveness of our proposed method, we
design a simulation program to simulate users’ behaviors in the
LV. In this way, we can easily and clearly predefine the ground
truth of each user’s credibility to test the efficiency of CAR
algorithm. In this section, we will present the experiments of
CAR algorithm on data generated from a simulation grogram.
A. Simulation Program Design
In the designed simulation program, we simulated 300 users
behavior for 100 cycles. Among 300 users, there are predefined
50 bad users with less credibility in set B, 200 average users
with average credibility in set A and 50 good users with high
credibility in set G.
In every cycle, each user randomly publishes an article.
The new published article may cite to existing articles with
probability of θ using “support citing” and probability of
(1 − θ) using “against citing”. The value of θ depends on the
types of sets in which the citing article’s author and the cited
article’s author respectively are. For example, if an article is

produced by an author in set G, it may be supported with high
probability, but if an article is produced by an author in set
B, it may be against with high probability. We define a 3 × 3
matrix named BAG as follows to describe the θs between
authors in two types of sets.
θBB θBA θBG
θAB θAA θAG
θGB θGA θGG
In the above matrix, the users in G set have three parameters
θGB , θGA and θGG which respectively indicate support probabilities to users in B set, A set and G set. The users in other
two types of set have the same support probability parameters.
In this way, different settings of the BAG matrix will produce
different citation relationship data for experiments on the CAR
algorithm.
B. Evaluation Metrics
The Average Credibility of Users in each set implies
the credibility level of users in the set. In order to present
the average value in a normalized manner, we normalize the
credibility value of all users into the range of [0, 1]. Intuitively,
we expect that, after ranking by CAR algorithm the value of
average credibility of users in G set will be much higher than
the value of average credibility of users in B set and the value
of average credibility of users in A set will be between the
two.
The Composition of Users in Top N examines the proportion of users in each set in constituting the top N users which
implies the quality of users in top N . The quality of the top
N users is not only decided by the ranking algorithm but
also by the whole users’ quality in the system. For example,
if the average users are not discriminative to tell what is
truth knowledge to support the articles from the real credible
users and consequently the real credible users will not be
recognized, no ranking algorithms can rank the real credible
users at the top.
The Precision of the algorithm is the proportion of users
in set G out of the top N , i.e.,
NG
,
N
where NG is the number of users in set G which are ranked
in the top N .
The Recall of the algorithm is the fraction of users in set
G which have been ranked in in the top N users, i.e.,
P recision =

Recall =

NG
,
|G|

where |G| is the number of users in set G.
C. Experimental Results
We perform experiments on the data from simulation programmes with three different settings of BAG matrix which
are designed as follows:
From Table II, we can see the three BAG matrix define three
different situations in the simulation process. The diagonal
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TABLE II: BAG matrix for 3 simulations
BAG-I
1
0.2
0

0.2
0.5
0.8

BAG-II
0
0.8
1

0.7
0.8
0.1

0.8
0.5
0.2

BAG-III
0.1
0.2
0.9

1
0.5
0

0.5
0.5
0.5

0
0.5
1

elements in the matrix indicate the users support probability to
users in the same set. The elements in the second row indicate
that average users’s support probability to users in B, A and
G sets.
- A rational case. BAG-I implies a rational case of the
online discussion. The predefined ground truth in the simulation indicates that the users in set B and G are 100%
consistent with users from the same set, and the users in
set A are discriminative to support to users in set G with
much more probability than users in set B. The simulated
case set by BAG-I is rational and consistent with the
expected function of the online discussion platform.
- A confusing case. BAG-II implies a confusing case of
the online discussion. The predefined ground truth in the
simulation indicates that the users in set B and G are high
consistent with users from the same set, but the users in
set A are confused to support to users in set B with much
more probability than users in set G. The simulated case
set by BAG-II is confusing and opposite to the expected
function of the online discussion platform.
- A controversial case. BAG-III implies a controversial
case of the online discussion. The predefined ground truth
in the simulation indicates that the users in set B and G
are 100% consistent with users from the same set, but
the users in set A are not clever enough to tell credible
users which makes the online discussion in controversy.
We perform experiments on data from simulated cases with
the above three BAG settings. We model the users citation
relationship with a 3-UCM graph and rank users’ credibility
in the 3-UCM graph with CAR algorithm. For the rational case
(BAG-I) and the confusing case (BAG-II) the iterative process
of the CAR algorithm converged very fast and the credibility
of each users are computed. For the controversial case (BAGIII), the iterative process do not converge and the algorithm
terminated with assigning every users with equal credibility.
1) Average Credibility of Users in each Set: The average
credibility of users in the sets G, A and B are computed and
shown in Fig. 6.
From Fig. 6, we can see that in the rational case (BAGI) the average credibility of users in set G are ranked much
higher and the average credibility of users in set B are ranked
much lower. However, in the confusing case (BAG-II), because
of the average users confound right and wrong, the average
credibility of users in set A are ranked highest and the average
credibility of users in set B are higher than users in set G.
In the controversial case (BAG-III), the average credibility of
users in each set is equal and the online discussion need more

Fig. 6: Average Credibility of Users in Sets for Different BAG
Settings
TABLE III: Composition of Users in Top N
Top
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

B
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

BAG-I
A
G
0.000
100%
0.000
100%
3.33% 96.67%
7.5%
92.5%
16%
84%
25%
75%
30%
70%
37.5%
62.5%
44.4% 55.56%
50%
50%

B
30%
25%
20%
25%
28%
28.3%
27.1%
25%
24.4%
28%

BAG-II
A
70%
75%
80%
75%
72%
71.7%
72.9%
75%
75.6%
72%

G
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

discriminative users to join to help recognize credible users.
2) Composition of Users in Top N : The constitutional
proportion of users in each set in top N are shown in Table III.
From Table III, we can see that in the rational case (BAG-I),
most of users are in set G within the top N users. However, in
the confusing case (BAG-II), most of users are from set A and
none of them are from set G. In the controversial case (BAGIII), as all the users have the same credibility, the constitutional
proportion of users in each set is equal and not accounted here.
3) Precision and Recall of the Algorithm: In the simulations with settings of BAG-II and the BAG-III, the credible
users can not be recognized in the discussion process for the
less discriminative ability of average users, so no algorithm
can rank credible users based on their citation structures.
Therefore, it is meaningless to calculate precision and recall
for the algorithm on the data from the confusing case and
the controversial case. We only calculate the precision and the
recall of the CAR algorithm on the data of the rational case.
The results are shown in Fig. 7.
From Fig. 7, we can see that in top 20 ranked users, 100
percent of them are users in G set. As the growth of the value
of N , the precision of the algorithm decrease slowly, but the
recall of the algorithm increase rapidly. Until the precision
reaches to 0.625, the recall of the algorithm reaches to 100%
within top 80 users.
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Fig. 7: The Precision and Recall of the CAR Algorithm

V. C ONCLUSION
Learning Villages (LV) is an E-learning platform for people’s online discussions and frequently citing postings of one
another. It will greatly improve learning efficiency if credible
users can be accurately distinguished out in the E-learnning
community. In this paper, we use a citation analysis method
to evaluate the credibility of users in the LV system. We
first propose a k-EACM graph to describe the article citation
structure in the LV system. The k-EACM graph not only
describes the citation attitude between articles but also takes
into account indirect citations. And then we build a weighted
graph model k-UCM graph to reveal the implicit relationship
between authors hidden behind the citations among their
articles. Finally, we design a graph based ranking algorithm,
the Credible Author Ranking (CAR) algorithm, which can
be applied to rank nodes in a graph with negative edges.
In experimental process, we perform experiments on the data
generated from the simulated program for three different cases:
the rational case, the confusing case and the controversial
case. The comparison of results on average credibility of
users in each set and composition of users in top N
of three cases demonstrates that the CAR algorithm ranks
users’s credibility in consistent with the predefined ground
truth. The experimental results on testing the variation of the
precision and the recall as growth of the value of N for users
credibility ranking in the rational case demonstrates that the
CAR algorithm is an efficient credibility ranking algorithm.
In a nutshell, the results of the experiments show that our
proposed method works pretty well to rank the credibility of
users in the LV system.
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